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Luggage superstore announces Plevier for the business consumer.

Specialising in business bags and briefcases, the Plevier brand was designed for demanding
use by the business consumer.

Kent (PRWEB UK) 17 November 2012 -- Luggage Superstore brings the leather brand Plevier to their online
luggage store. Plevier specialises in business laptop bags and briefcases that are functional, stylish and strong.
These luxurious leather bags bring with them two, three or four gussets facilities. The bags are equipped to
carry laptops securely and protected. The Plevier bags are designed to help keep all your business items
organised. They provide functional pockets for mobile phones, mouse, pens and pencils and credit cards, some
bags even provide key holders.

Paul Steadman, Managing Director of Luggage Superstore, says that “These quality bags come with enormous
experience in the leather industry from the founder of the brand. They are quite easily identifiable due to their
cream of the crop look”.

The bags come with detachable shoulder straps which gives the option to carry them the classic handle way or
of course with the shoulder strap. The shades of colours allow the consumer to be able to choose one that will
definitely be suitable for business use. The makers of the bags show that they are definitely cued in with the
modern era where consumers take laptops practically everywhere.
Plevier through the years of reliability has earned the name of “bags of style”. The bags would be an accessory
that goes with anything and for any gender enhancing the look of the owner.

Luggage Superstore’sestablished site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping.

Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
01474854666
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Contact Information
Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
http://www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk
01474854666

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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